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Seniors ~ 24 
Post Docs ~ 10 
Students ~ 30 

Note:DM is most popular,  but we 
are still hopeful for ILC. 

Worried Collider Physicists?



Broad Themes

Collider Physics 
Machine Learning 
Recasting 
DM search @ LHC/
ILC

Beyond Colliders 
DM-BSM 
connections 
BSM Models

Note: In future we suggest that we make a hard choice to 
identify focused themes, well before the workshop,  to have 

more directed discussions!



Discussion Leaders with domain knowledge ran the show



LHC Updates!



Highlights from LHC: Kajari Mazumdar 

SM Looks  
Good!

Nishita Desai

Low energy experiments: e.g. 3.6 sigma discrepancy @ (g-2)  
 Talk by  Nabarun Chakrabarty  

  

μ



Higgs Couplings increasingly looking like SM; Further 
improvement expected from HL-LHC is interestingly 

limited by theoretical uncertainty 

Update on Higgs :Arun Nayak 



Kajari Mazumdar 

Physics potential for  HL-LHC/HE-LHC: 
Jyothsna Rani Komaragiri 

Di-Higgs : 
a very sensitive 
channel to study 

NP 
Will be within 

reach at  
HL-LHC

EFT

Talk by  Rahool Kumar Barman 



 Interpretation of Dark-Matter limits from LHC: Translating collider limits (DM Mass, XSec) or (DM Mass, Mediator Mass) into direct 
detection limits to (DM Mass, DM-nucleon x-section) plane. 

 Reduction in theory uncertainties for HL-LHC/HE-LHC studies (PDF is the dominant one for the 
majority of Higgs production processes). Check Section2 in arXiv:1902.00134 

Studies on compressed SUSY spectrum from LHC run-3. 

Improvement in low mass Z’ searches in di-jet channel. Most limitations are due to the trigger rate. A possible option is to use 
scouting data and a further improvement in designing the triggers. 

 How to use parking data (mostly used for B-physics studies) for other purposes, like low mass 
searches. A request was made to provide the trigger menu used for parking data. 

 Large discrepancies observed between measured and predicted cross-sections for ttbb (arXiv:1909.05306). Work on understanding 
the experimental interpretations in the two frameworks and the observed differences. 

Observable for CP properties of Higgs 

Understanding the assumptions on deriving/measuring couplings (model dependences etc…) 

How are topness and Higgsness defined in the proposed alternative methods for HH->bbWW(lνlν). 
Check Section 3.3.1 in arXiv:1902.00134 

Getting information about the geometry (granularity) of the HL-LHC (CMS-Phase-2) detector and implementing it in Delphes 
framework for phenomenology studies. Also implementing object efficiencies, fake rates etc..  for HL/HE-LHC scenarios in Delphes. 

 Any suggestions to work on improvising the existing Run-II analyses?

Talking Points generated



Collider Physics 
@LHC and beyond!



Machine Learning in Particle Physics: 
Michael Spannowsky



Experimental Side  

Improved Trigger with real time reconstruction 

Event simulation and detector simulation 

Offline event reconstruction and object identification 

 Theory Side 
Jet-physics and QCD 

QCD jets and new physics, Deep-learning Top Taggers or The End of QCD? Jet algorithm 

Colliders 

SM and BSM, prompt and long-lived particles 

Neutrino/Cosmic  

Nova, Ice cube, Cosmic jet 

   Going beyond classification and regression 

Talking Points generated: Discussions lead by Partha Konar & Ritesh Singh

Sub-group formed

Note: Need to have dedicated algorithm building for HEP 
instead of being end users of Google!



Recasting experimental 
results to motivated BSM 

scenario is one of the 
main goal of collider 

phenomenology

Theory-Experiment 
 Cross Talk

Nishita Desai & 
 Suchita Kulkarni  

Sub-group formed

Recasting



Writing a Delphes module that will include efficiency for 
CMS LLP searches 

How to modify the upper limits if a signal model is found 
to populate the control regions? 

Using analyses implemented in CheckMATE, derive 
efficiency maps for electroweakino sector. 

Using hadronic analyses implemented in CheckMATE, 
derive efficiency maps for gluino asymmetric decays. 

Global Analysis of Z’ mediators

Talking Points generated: Discussions  
lead by Monoranjan Guchait and Santosh Rai



DM Searches are not 
not competitive with 

most mediator 
searches

Note: How honest 
it is to interpret 

mediator hunts as 
DM searches?

Nishita Desai & 
 Suchita Kulkarni  

DM example  
@ Colliders

Z’ @ ILC:Talk by  Arindam Das 



Universal framework for “simplest”  DM: pNGB scalar, vector 
(with SSB) and Majorana (with scalar mediator)  DM

Possible searches and 
spin disentanglement at 

ILC Bohdan GRZADKOWSKI

DM Searches @ ILC



Talking Points generated: Discussions lead by  
Nishita Desai & Suchita Kulkarni

LHC limits on Z’ from dijet/dilepton are (potentially) far more 
constraining than direct DM search  
Neutrino-mass inspired U(1)_B-L models can be simply extended to 
include Dark Matter and lead to so called Neutrino-portal dark matter. 
It may be possible to look for these at the LHC in vector-boson fusion 
channels with like-sign dileptons.  
Multi-partite dark matter at colliders 
Geant4 geometry  and validation against Delphes  
(Akanksha, Partha, Nishita, Satyaki and Suchita)



Projects-Set I 
7 projects were 

suggested
Kindly acknowledge WHEPP, 2019 

Let the emailing begin!



Dark Matter and 
Models



SQCD Inflation End of 
Inflation

15 pNGBDM

Sieberg Duality Hybrid potential
Flavour Sym. 

breaks

DM extra Z2

Connecting DM with Inflation: Model Building

Abhijit Kumar Saha, 
Arunansu Sil

Note:Efforts have been made to harmonise 
traditional BSM activities with DM need to enlarge to 

other Astro/Cosmo issues



Freeze-in DM

Avik Banerjee



Direct detection of sub-get DM 
New techniques

Re-evaluation of 
 floor with NSIν

Ujjal Dey

NSI @ LHC:Talk by  Tathagata Ghosh



Connecting neutrino sector and dark matter : Neutrino 
floor recalibration in direct detection experiments with 
NSI 

Connecting DM and inflationary cosmology 

Freeze-in DM scenario: the crucial nature of dependence 
on initial conditions is a subject of further studies  

Light DM: It was proposed to construct and/or constrain 
models having intrinsic implications on neutrino floor 
physics

Talking Points generated: Discussions  
lead by Subhaditya Bhattacharya and Ujjal K Dey



Projects-Set II 
4 projects were 

suggested

Kindly acknowledge WHEPP, 2019 

Let the emailing begin!



Why EFT?
Model Independent 

Interpretation of  
Collider Results

Modeling Non-Perturbative 
 Physics

Michael Spannowsky  Sabyasachi Chakraborty



LEP usually 
does better in 

the Higgs 
sector because 

of precision 
measurements

But opportunity remains for processes 
that grow with energy: 

Example: Probing unitarity preserving  couplings 
Using Higgs-strahlung processes

EFT: Model independent approach to BSM

Shankha Banerjee

UV Model: SUSY Talk by  Samadrita Mukherjee 
Composite Talk by Kenji Nishiwaki; Both alive and kicking!  



Talking Points generated: Discussions  
lead by Baradhwaj Coleppa and Shrihari Gopalakrishna 

Discussion of the measurements of the Higgs couplings to the electroweak bosons in the 
context of an effective field theory. The potential of the High-luminosity run of the LHC to 
constrain $Wh$ and $Zh$ couplings to stronger degrees than LEP was explored. 

 The Zee-Babu type model for the generation of neutrino mass augmented with a scalar triplet 
and additional singly charged scalar singlets. How the model can explain the experimental 
observation on the muon anomalous magnetic moment while complying with neutrino 
masses+mixings and LFV was discussed. 

 Probing Lepton Flavor Violating decays in MSSM with Non-Holomorphic Soft Terms. 
Constraining the interaction terms via the experimental limits on LFV. 

A dynamical realization of the spontaneous electroweak symmetry breaking of the SM gauge 
groups in an extended framework of a flavorful vectorlike confinement scenario. 

 Discussion of a general $U(1)$ extension of the Standard Model and the associated 
phenomenology of the $Z'$ at the ILC and beyond.



Projects-Set III 
2 projects were 

suggested

Kindly acknowledge WHEPP, 2019 

Let the emailing begin!



Takeways

LHC is going to run for the academic lifetime for most of us and this is a great 
opportunity of our time!  

More careful use of the data available by non-traditional (machine learning) 
approach required to unearth the wealth of (hidden!)  information. 

EFT is trending and may finally allow experimentalists and theorists to happily 
coexist at conferences (and hopefully in discussion rooms)! 

A careful synergy between astrophysics/cosmology and collider  physics is needed 
(Note: our bad no joint sessions this WHEPP) 



Thank you for participating!
Biplob, Seema & Tirtha


